Installation Instructions For 308 Overfill Float Vent Valves

1. For use on gravity drop Systems only.
2. Do not use with suction pump systems.
3. Do not wrench over bleed hole when tightening into brass extractor fitting.
4. Should be used with tight fill delivery hose elbows incorporating sight windows.

**Warning:** Float vent valve must not be used with pump off loading. The system will become pressurized once ball is checked. An approximate 5 minute waiting period will be required for depressurization of tank before uncoupling hoses and delivery elbows.

**Warning:** EBW products should be used in compliance with applicable federal, state, and local laws and regulations. Product selection should be based on physical specifications, limitations, compatibility with the environment and materials to be handled.

**Torque to 25 ft. lbs. Use Only With EBW Extractor Vent Bodies**
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